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1. Project Description

1.1 Abstract

HAI methods, which can be defined as the orchestration of complementary heterogeneous both
symbolic and statistical AI methods to acquire more precise results, are omnipresent in contem-
porary scientific literature. Still, the methodology of developing such systems is in most cases
ad-hoc and depends from project to project. Computer games have always been connected to the
development of AI. From the earliest chess minmax algorithm by Claude Shannon in 1949 to
the more recent AlphaGo in 2015, computer games provide an ideal testing environment for AI
methods. Similarly, AI has always been an important part of computer games, which have often
been judged by the quality of their AI and praised if they used an innovative approach. Computer
games allow us to test AI methods, not only for fun and leisure, but also for numerous other fields
of human activity through the fields of serious games and gamification. The project proposes to
establish an new framework for the orchestration of hybrid artificial intelligence methods with a
special application to computer games. Therefore an ontology of hybrid AI methods as well as
a meta-model shall be developed that would allow for creating models (ensembles) of hybrid AI
methods. This meta-model would be implemented into a modular distributed orchestration platform
which would be further enriched with a number of modules to be tested in four gaming related
environments: (1) MMORPG games, (2) gamified learning platform, (3) serious game related to
autonomous vehicles and (4) a game for a holographic/volumetric gaming console which would
also be developed during the project.

1.2 Introduction

The application of HAI which can be defined as the orchestration of heterogeneous artificial
intelligence (AI) methods including both statistical and symbolic approaches in various domains
is omnipresent in current scientific literature. It is largely overlapping with the term hybrid
intelligence (HI) that has been defined as "the combination of complementary heterogeneous
intelligences (...) to create a socio-technological ensemble that is able to overcome the current
limitations of (artificial) intelligence." [18]. HI lies at the intersection of human, collective and
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artificial intelligence, with the intent of taking the best of each.

There have been numerous studies recently addressing issues related to HAI and HI methods
in a multitude of application domains including but not limited to land-slide prediction [40], drug
testing [11], forecasting crude oil prices [70], prediction of wildfire [29], evaluation of slope
stability [32], modeling of hydro-power dam [10], wind energy resource analysis [21], industry
4.0 and production automation [6], airblast prediction [5], heart disease diagnosis [41] and these
are just a few references from 2018 until the time of writing this proposal. Most of these and such
studies report building HAI systems by combining various AI methods to acquire better and more
precise results. However, when it comes to methodology of the actual orchestration of HAI methods
the usual approach is ad-hoc and depends from project to project. The lack of methodology in
orchestrating HAI shall be addressed in the proposed project.

In a previous project sponsored by the Croatian Science Foundation (Installation Project No.
HRZZ-UIP-2013-11-8537 entitled Large-Scale Multi-Agent Modelling of Massively Multi-Player
On-Line Playing Games - ModelMMORPG - see [62] for details) a comprehensive methodology for
modelling large-scale intelligent distributed systems has been developed that includes a graphical
modelling tool and code generator (described in [61] and in more detail in [43]). The implemented
toolset allows for modelling complex multi-agent organizations and could be applied to numerous
applications domains [57, 58]. Herein, we would like to apply and incorporate this methodology to
the development of a HAI orchestration platform.

Computer games have always been connected to the development of AI. From the earliest
chess minmax algorithm by Claude Shannon in 1949 to the more recent AlphaGo™ in 2015,
computer games provide an ideal testing environment for AI methods. Similarly, AI has always
been an important part of computer games. Computer games have often been judged by the quality
of their AI and praised if they used an innovative approach like the ghosts in Pacman™ which
had individual personality traits (1980), Creatures™ which used neural networks for character
development (1996), Black & White™ which used the belief-desire-intention (BDI) model (2000),
F.E.A.R.™ which used automated planning algorithms (2005) and many others (see [78, pp. 8–15]
for a very detailed overview). Artificial intelligence in games is not only used for non-playing
character (NPC) or opponent implementation, but also for various other parts of games [78, pp.
151–203] including but not limited to generation of content (graphics including levels and maps,
sound, narratives, rules and mechanics or even whole games like the Angelina game-generating
system [15]), player behaviour and experience modeling [78, pp. 203–259], as well as bot
development and automated game testing [78, pp. 91–151]. Due to their complex nature and
endless possibilities of creative design, computer games present us with an excellent opportunity to
study the orchestration of HAI in various scenarios – not only for fun and leisure but also for other
domains in form of serious games and/or gamification.

In the previously mentioned ModelMMORPG project, we have already used an open source
massively multi-player on-line role-playing game (MMORPG) called The Mana World (TMW)
for which we have implemented a high-level interface to test intelligent agents playing the game.
Additionally a number of connected game quests have been developed for various scenarios which
allowed us to build an automated game testing system [60]. Herein we would like to use this
interface to test orchestrated HAI methods, but also develop other testbeds for the planned platform.

Therefore, the main contribution of the proposed project shall be: (1) a comprehensive frame-
work for the orchestration of hybrid artificial intelligence methods for computer games allowing to
define models of HAI for various purposes, (2) an open source distributed cloud platform that will
allow to implement such models based on existing HAI methods and connect them directly from
game development platforms, (3) a set of best practices in developing HAI ensemble models tested
in at least four specific testbeds described bellow.
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2. HAI Orchestration Platforms

The challenge of building scalable, robust, large applications that can be incrementally upgraded,
yielded a need for a concept called microservices [20]. Within such concept, the core functionality
of an application is decomposed into many smaller units, usually packed as containers, that are in
some way able to communicate within themselves.

As [31] notes, such applications can be "composed of clusters of hundreds of instances of
containerized services", and the cluster of containers must be "fault tolerant, available, and poten-
tially geographically dispersed". Because of the sheer complexity of such systems, the notion of
orchestration platforms became highly significant within the domain – such platforms can simplify
container management and are generally used for integrating and managing containers at scale.
Some of the general container orchestration platforms in use at the time of this writing are Ku-
bernetes, Amazon Elastic Container Service, Docker Swarm, Mesosphere Marathon, RancherOS,
etc.

Blanchet et al. [8] introduce an intelligent-agent framework where web services are wrapped
in a conversation layer and service orchestration is presented as a conversation among intelligent
agents, each of which is responsible for delivering services. Their effort was to avoid inflexible
composition evolution where all parties must be updated concurrently in order to avoid interaction
problems.

Hahn and Fischer [24] present a model-driven approach to design interoperable holonic mul-
tiagent systems in Service-oriented Architectures, illustrating how a choreography model can be
easily conceptually implemented through holons.

On the other hand, computer games as applications are usually monolithic with a thick client
handling most of the computations. Network based games including massively multiplayer online
(MMO) and streamed games only recently shifted their attention to microservices, and there are
not many reports on using orchestration platforms for game servers and game system architectures.
For example [77] note only three types of system architectures for MMO games: (1) client-server;
(2) distributed multi-server and (3) peer to peer. The distributed multi-server architecture is most
closely related to the concept of microservices, but not equivalent. According to [77] there are two
types of such an architecture: (a) shards - each server contains an own copy of the game world
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Figure 2.1: Responsibility-Oriented Game Server [69]

and (b) one world - each server contains only one part of the game world. An industry expert [69]
mentions even six types of game server architecture patterns:
Monolithic Architecture resembles a server on which the entire game is implemented in a single

process on a single computer. First-person-shooters like Quake 2, Unreal Tournament,
Counter Strike and Call of Duty use such a pattern.

Distributed Network Connections pattern usually implements a server which accepts and man-
ages client connections in order to multiplex client network traffic to several game servers
(other names for such a server are connection server, user server, gateway server, front-end
server or player server). Most commercial MMO games use this kind of pattern.

Client Side Load Balancing is an implementation pattern in which the game client contains a
mechanism to randomly choose between a number of available connection servers described
above. Some large-scale MMO game solutions use this kind of pattern.

Map-Centric Game Server [69] describes this pattern as follows: "Develop a map-centric game
server strategy that concentrates core game play activity with the maps in which it occurs.
Do this by creating two server types, area server and world server. The game’s server cluster
contains many area server processes connected to a single central world server process. One
or more connection servers generally manage client network connections, but are not part
of this pattern.". From our perspective these area and world server types could be viewed
as service types in an orchestrated architecture. Such an implementation pattern is used
by Richard Garriott’s Tabula Rasa, Hero Engine (an MMO server framework) and Face of
Mankind.

Seamless World Game Server is a variant of the previous pattern in which the world map is
divided into smaller region maps distributed across a uniform server grid. Such a pattern is
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used by games like Ultima Online, Ultima Online 2 (cancelled), the mentioned Hero Engine
and Star Wars Galaxies.

Responsibility-Oriented Game Server is a pattern in which server types responsible for specific
subsets of game play functionality (like gameplay, AI, visibility, physics, game state directory
etc.) are defined. Such a pattern is used by Rift (Trion Worlds) and Lineage. This type of
architecture closely resembles the idea of a microservices architecture as shown on figure
2.1.

In the following we will argue that orchestration platforms, especially when modeled and
implemented as holonic and organization centered multiagent systems (MASs) can profoundly
benefit the implementation of game server architectures by introducing various out-of-the-box
features which are usually manually implemented in MMO game servers.

2.1 Requirements Definition
As already outlined in the introduction, a microservices orchestration platform allows for building
scalable, robust, large applications that can be incrementally upgraded [20]. In order to implement
a computer game that make use of such an architecture, there are a number of requirements that
have to be adhered and a number of features the actual game engine has to offer.

In the following we will describe a cloud service orchestration platform as a holonic multi-
agent organisation or holarchy (see [28, 49]). The latter idea, describing services as holons
(agent that can be comprised of other agents), provides for the mechanism of nesting services, i.e.
making it possible for the platform to run services either as individual services (agents) or complex
organizations of agents. In this way it is possible to define multiple levels of holonic organization
(see [52] and [51] for details on this approach).

The platform that contains several redundant agents is therefore the back-end of the platform
described in this paper. Such agents consist of a chosen process, an input, and an output and
can be instanced on demand – usually when load on a given agent becomes to high for it to
process it adequately. Holons are, therefore, the structure of the back-end module of the cloud
services orchestration platform - they take care of instancing agents when there is need, provide
communication and coordination facilities and load balancing. Usually orchestration platforms
are invisible to the client – the client communicates with a service (an agent in our case) which
might be just one such service in an ensemble of agents in the background. Thus, any service that
could be offered through the network can be orchestrated in this way, and this includes various
aspects of gameplay. Thus, for a game engine in order to communicate with a microservice
orchestration platform it needs to feature a simple application programming interfaces (APIs) that is
able to communicate with a service needed by the game engine. Most prominent possible APIs are
representational state transfer (REST), Web Socket or NetCat (simple TCP or UDP connections)
that will enable developers to implement connections between their game and the cloud services
orchestration platform. Therefore, in most game development engines all necessary prerequisites
are already established since most engines allow for various types of network connections.

On the other hand, in order to make a game that puts an orchestration platform to good use,
there are a number of requirements on the actual game architecture. The most important one is
modularity – possibly implemented to an actor model (which is basicaly an agent model just in
terms of game development usual terminology) in which each actor connects to some kind of
service (agent) in order to act upon the game world and react to certain game events. Thus, an agent
based approach to implementing both games and their necessary server architecture allows us to
handle fairly complex terminology in terms of agents communicating. coordinating, competing etc.

Networked game server architectures including MMO and game streaming services can have
major benefits from using a containerized microservices orchestration platform. [31] outline that
there are seven key capabilities of a container orchestration platform:(1) cluster state management
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and scheduling, (2) providing high availability and fault tolerance, (3) ensuring security, (4)
simplifying networking, (5) enabling service discovery, (6) making continuous deployment possible,
(7) providing monitoring and governance – all of which would have to be implemented manually
when implementing a game server architecture from scratch. Thus, orchestration services provide
game backend developers and administrators with a higher-level of abstraction in implementing
their desired architecture.



3. Proof-of-concept Examples

In the following we will present six proof-of-concept APIs which were made in five different game
engines for a number of games as well as an in-house developed cognitive agent infrastructure. As
already stated most general game engines already have the necessary prerequisites for communi-
cating with services. Herein we will show how such communication can be established with four
game engines: Godot, RPG Maker, Ren’Py and Blender Game Engine.

3.1 Godot

Godot is a cross-platform, free and open-source game engine that allows for the implementation of
both 2D and 3D games [73]. Figure 3.1 shows the main graphical user interface (GUI) of Godot
when a game project is loaded.

As an example we have created a simple role-playing game (RPG) like game in which each
NPC interacts with the player and gives her/him simple tasks to solve. Figure 3.2 shows the main
screen of the game.1.

Godot can use a number of progamming languages to implement the actual game, but the default
language is GDScript. Listing 3.1 shows how communication to a server can be implemented by
using the built-in HTTPRequest object.

Listing 3.1: Excerpt from game code related to server connection

func get_message():
var data = RQ_RESULT.result
if data:
data[ 0 ][ "msg" ] = data[ 0 ][ "msg" ].replace( ’\\n’, ’\n’ )
if data[ 0 ][ "cmd" ] == "giveItem":
emit_signal("give_item",NAME)
DONE = true
return data[ 0 ]

1The game uses art by Deesiv @ Deviantart, and is based on an example game by Filipe Mice.
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Figure 3.1: Godot – main user interface

Figure 3.2: Godot – proof-of-concept game Braainz needed!!!

return { "msg":"Zombies ate my brain!!!\nCan you program me a new one?\
↪→ nPretty please ...?", "btns":"Exit", "cmd":"null"}

func send_request( caller ):
CALLER = caller
$HTTPRequest.request("http://localhost:2709/query/" + NAME.percent_encode

↪→ () + "/" + LAST_COMMAND)

func _on_HTTPRequest_request_completed(result, response_code, headers, body
↪→ ):
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RQ_RESULT = JSON.parse(body.get_string_from_utf8())
CALLER.show_message( self )

3.2 RPG Maker

RPG Maker is a tool for creating 2D RPG games [76]. Figure 3.3 shows the main interface of RPG
Maker MV.

Figure 3.3: RPG Maker – main user interface

In its current version (RPG Maker MV) the scripting language of choice is JavaScript which
makes communication to various types of services fairly easy. For this proof-of-concept game we
have implemented a simple greeting card game for Christmas shown on figure 3.4.2

In order to communicate to a REST service, one can use the built-in XMLHttpRequest and
JSON objects to communicate and parse results respectively, as shown in listing 3.2.

Listing 3.2: Excerpt from game code related to server connection

$gameMessage.setFaceImage(’Actor1’,0);
$gameMessage.setBackground(1);
$gameMessage.setPositionType(2);
let xhr = new XMLHttpRequest();
xhr.open(’GET’, ’http://localhost:5000/query/ivek’, false);
xhr.send();
var ans = JSON.parse( xhr.response )
$gameMessage.add( ans[ ’msg’ ] )

2The game contains a number of game resources avaliable on-line, namely Deep male burp sound by Mike Koenig,
Jingle Bells by Kevin MacLeod, Christmas sprites by PandaMaru, Santa face by Idril’s Grove, Santa sprite by slimm-
meiske2.
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Figure 3.4: RPG Maker – proof-of-concept game Marry X-Mas

3.3 Ren’Py

Ren’Py is an open source visual novel engine written in Python [75]. The main interface of Ren’Py
is shown on figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Ren’Py – main user interface
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As a proof-of-concept game we have implemented a visual novel game (which is still work in
progress) shown on figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Ren’Py – proof-of-concept game h4X0r

Ren’Py uses its Animation and Translation Language and its Screen Language for game
implementation, but it is possible to embed Python code into the script. Listing 3.3 shows an
example of how Python code inside Ren’Py script can be used to access a REST service by using
Python’s urllib and json modules.

Listing 3.3: Excerpt from game code related to server connection

init python:
import urllib.request, json
def get_request( req ):
with urllib.request.urlopen( "http://localhost:8001/q=%s" % req ) as url:
data = json.loads( url.read().decode() )
return data

config.grequest = get_request

3.4 Blender Game Engine / UPBGE

Blender Game Engine (BGE) component of Blender, a free and open-source 3D production suite,
used for making real-time interactive 3D and 2D games [72]. Since BGE was discontinued, UPBGE
(Uchronia Project Blender Game Engine) which is a fork of Blender has been developing the engine
further. The main user interface (UI) of UPBGE is shown on figure 3.7.

We have created a small proof-of-concept game in UPBGE shown on figure 3.8.3

Since BGE and consequently UPBGE uses Python as its main implementation and scripting
language, the implementation of a sensor communicationg with a service is straightforward and
similar to the Ren’Py implementation (listing 3.4).

3The game uses the Public Domain image of a monkey by frankes.
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Figure 3.7: Blender Game Engine – main user interface

Figure 3.8: Blender Game Engine – proof-of-concept game Monkey Doghnut

Listing 3.4: Excerpt from game code related to knowledge base connection

from bge import logic
import urllib.request, json

def query( req ):
with urllib.request.urlopen( "http://localhost:8001/q=%s" % req ) as url:
data = json.loads( url.read().decode() )
return data
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def main():
if ctrl.sensors[ ’eating’ ].positive:
act = ctrl.actuators[ ’njam’ ]
ctrl.activate( act )
x.query( ’add_one’ )
result = x.query( ’finished’ )
if result:
act = ctrl.actuators[ ’finish’ ]
ctrl.activate( act )

3.5 Inform 7

3.5.1 Introduction

IF, text adventures, gamebooks and even in some cases visual novels comprise computer games in
which players interact with the game using text commands [74]. These narrative worlds usually
consist of a number of rooms (whereby the term "room" is very broadly defined and can include any
kind of imaginable space or even states of mind) connected by doors (again very broadly defined),
and in which objects or things can be placed that can be examined and interacted with. Such
things can, for example include NPCs that the player can communicate with, containers that might
have other objects within, edibles that can be consumed, wearables that can be used as clothes or
equipment, etc. As opposed to most computer games focused on graphics, IF is focused on the
story and narrative which makes it an interesting and different medium similarly as printed novels
differ from movies.

An important aspect of game design is the integration of AI [78]. Computer games have
always been connected to the development of AI. From the earliest chess minmax algorithm by
Claude Shannon in 1949 to the more recent AlphaGo™ in 2015, computer games provide an
ideal testing environment for AI methods. Similarly, AI has always been an important part of
computer games. Computer games have often been judged by the quality of their AI and praised if
they used an innovative approach like the ghosts in Pacman™ which had individual personality
traits (1980), Creatures™ which used neural networks for character development (1996), Black &
White™ which used the BDI model (2000), F.E.A.R.™ which used automated planning algorithms
(2005) and many others (see [78, pp. 8–15] for a very detailed overview). Artificial intelligence in
games is not only used for NPC or opponent implementation, but also for various other parts of
games [78, pp. 151–203] including but not limited to generation of content (graphics including
levels and maps, sound, narratives, rules and mechanics or even whole games like the Angelina
game-generating system [15]), player behaviour and experience modeling [78, pp. 203–259], as
well as bot development and automated game testing [78, pp. 91–151].

Integrating AI into IF seemingly presents a interesting challenge due to specifics of the medium,
and there are examples in industry which used various AI techniques in such games, some of which
we will address. Herein we present a review on the possibilities AI can provide for IF games and
show proof-of-concept applications on how these methods can be applied. In particular we will
focus on natural language processing (NLP), autonomous agents and MAS, expert systems as well
as content generation.

3.5.2 Interactive Fiction

From computer games stance, IF is a type of a game that is most often a text adventure or a text
game [74]. In our example, our focus is set to a text adventure. A such game includes a story and a
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Figure 3.9: A Screenshot of the game A Lecture implemented by the authors

narrative that guides a player through it. A player interacts with the game by using text commands.
Interaction implies directly to the control of a player’s character (for an example, movement) or
changes applied to the environment (for an example, collection of an item). The user commands
and narrative speech is natural and descriptive enabling players to imagine they are indeed part of a
fiction.

Since IF games don’t provide a graphical interface, a player needs to rely on its commonsense
knowledge and be aware of the environment its character is located at. Another challenge that
a player is confronted with are interaction commands. Commands often use natural language,
however, there is a limited set of them available to the player. A story genre may also be of a
significant importance on how a player progresses through the game [3].

Figure 3.9 previews a sample IF game developed in Inform 7,4 a declarative programming
language for the development of IF based on natural language. In the upper part, we can see
narrative output, while in the bottom part there is a player input.

3.5.3 Artificial Intelligence for IF

Being a predominantly textual medium due to text-based input of relevant commands, IF is a
relevant application domain for AI-related concepts such as NLP and machine learning (ML).
According to the set of select recent publications, which are detailed below, these are being applied
to the domain of IF mainly as a means of generating the worlds of those narratives and developing
autonomous agents who act as players of developed IF narratives. Furthermore, modern AI methods
are used for testing developed narratives [39] and developing dynamic in-game characters [81] as
well.

4Available here: http://inform7.com/

http://inform7.com/
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More precisely, AI is, utilising various approaches, used for: authoring instances of open
interactive narratives based on crowdsourced example stories [23], making it easier to successfully
process natural language player input [16], procedurally generating in-game content and quests [2,
65], and procedurally generating whole worlds founded on knowledge graphs inspired by stories
from books [4].

In the context of developing an artificial autonomous player of IF, methods of AI are used for:
creating language models, based on a genre-related corpus, suitable for a specific limited game
domain [33], implementing knowledge-based players that utilise decision type specifications [25],
testing an agent that utilises the conversational learning approach on IF built as an escape room
[34], having agents mimic the behaviour demonstrated by human players [48], agents building
their knowledge of the world while exploring the game and generating actions based thereon [1],
increasing efficiency of generating and evaluating player actions through agents using multi-passage
reading comprehension [22], simplifying quick development of player agents [26], building deep
reinforcement learning models to be utilised by agents for playing from game-provided feedback
alone [30], solving games using model-checkers for C programs [38], and facilitating player
performance using semantic parsing [66].

Having IF coupled with AI provides many application opportunities, like adapting the storyline
based on the in-game decisions of players [12] or combining elements of IF with Virtual reality (VR)
(namely with cinematic VR [47], and artificial storytellers [67]).

A notable example of AI used in combination with IF is AI Dungeon5, an online text adventure
game that utilises the power of GPT-3 [9] since July 2020 to dynamically generate the world
wherein the player is located. The generated world is highly dependent on the performed actions of
the player, yet the generated story is cohesive, thus providing for a "rich and engaging experience"
[36].

To build our examples of integrating AI into IF, we have used Inform 7. As stated earlier, it is a
programming language that utilises natural language syntax. The language exposes a broad set of
commands covering the most frequent use-cases (for example, some of the commands are: take,
go, examine etc.). It also supplies the developer with various concepts to build their narrative. The
main concepts we used are: rooms, items, persons and actions.

The beauty of Inform 7 also lays in the fact that to describe a fiction, a developer uses a natural
language syntax which motivates the developer to behave and feel as if they were writing a story on
a piece of paper. The following code shows a way to describe a world:

"The Dungeon" by "Markus Schatten".
Release along with an interpreter.
Release along with a website.
When play begins:

say "You find yourself in a dungeon surrounded by darkness. The
↪→ stench is awful." ;

The pit is a room. The description is "This is the place where you woke up.
↪→ What a scary place!"

A torch is here. The description is "You can see a dim light flickering a
↪→ few steps away from you."

...

In the process of release, a .gblorb file (Glulx story in Blorb format) is generated that is now to
be used by an interpreter. An example interpreter session is shown in the following listing:

You find yourself in a dungeon surrounded by darkness. The stench is awful.

5https://play.aidungeon.io/main/landing

https://play.aidungeon.io/main/landing
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The Dungeon
An Interactive Fiction by Markus Schatten
Release 1 / Serial number 210114 / Inform 7 build 6M62 (I6/v6.33 lib 6/12N)
pit
This is the place where you woke up. What a scary place!
You can see a torch and a Chest (closed) here.
--> open chest
You open the Chest, revealing an old smelly cheese.
--> take torch and cheese
torch: Taken.
old smelly cheese: Taken.
...

3.5.4 Proof-of-Concept Applications
In order to provide some hands-on examples of using various AI techniques with IF we have
developed a simple Python interface6 to the glulxe IF interpreter shell that can execute a number of
IF formats in terminal sessions. The developed interface allows us to place filters in front of the IF
shell and thus interact with the player on one side and control the game on the other (see fig. 3.10).

Player

Python interface

filter()
IF shell IF game

AI implementation 1 AI implementation N...

Figure 3.10: Python interface to an IF shell

In the following, we will show four proof-of-concept applications building upon this interface.

3.5.4.1 Natural Language Processing
Whilst NLP has since its beginning been a part of IF, the textual interface to the player has always
been constrained to a certain number of commands (in various combinations) that the player could
use in order to advance through the narrative. For example, consider the following session excerpt
of a IF written in Inform.

--> where am i
That’s not a verb I recognise.
--> gimme that torch
That’s not a verb I recognise.
--> what’s in that chest
That’s not a verb I recognise.
--> open chest
You open the Chest, revealing an old smelly cheese.

6Available here: https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe.git

https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe.git
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--> take the cheddar
You can’t see any such thing.

The interpreter can only understand a certain set of predefined commands. Also it does not
recognize any possible synonyms of objects or artifacts defined in the game (if they are not explicitly
encoded into the game) nor does it recognize common phrases.

Mostly due to recent advancements in ML chatbots [17] have become much more user-friendly
than before and numerous tools and services are available for their development. Developing
a simple chatbot for a particular purpose has become easy enough for chatbots to enter into
widespread usage in numerous domains (like tourism and hospitality for example [45]).

To implement a chatbot filter for the previously mentioned IF game, we have used Chatterbot7

as can be seen in the following code excerpt.8

def train( bot ):
bot.set_trainer( ListTrainer )
bot.train( [ ’look around’, ’look’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’where am i’, ’look’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’what is this place’, ’look’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’give me that torch’, ’take torch’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’i want that torch’, ’take torch’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’take that torch’, ’take torch’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’what is in that chest’, ’open chest’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’let me open that chest’, ’open chest’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’yay cheese’, ’take cheese’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’i want the cheese’, ’take cheese’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’i will make a cheeseburger’, ’take cheese’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’take the cheddar’, ’take cheese’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’take the gorgonzola’, ’take cheese’ ] )

...

In this way we were able to train the chatbot to understand a number of common phrases that
may be used by the player and turn them into the previously mentioned predefined commands. If
we now try to play the game using this chatbot as a filter, we are able to use various phrases (and
variations thereof since a regression ML model is used) to interact with the narrative, as shown in
the following game session:

--> where am i
pit
This is the place you woke up. What a scary place!
You can see a torch and a Chest (closed) here.
--> gimme that torch
Taken.
--> what’s in that chest
You open the Chest, revealing an old smelly cheese.
--> take the cheddar
Taken.

Besides using chatbots as a means of achieving user friendliness of the interface, we could
have used it to add additional personality traits to in-game NPCs. For example, we could train one

7Available at: https://chatterbot.readthedocs.io/
8Full example available here https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe/blob/main/examples/

dungeon_chatbot.py

https://chatterbot.readthedocs.io/
https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe/blob/main/examples/dungeon_chatbot.py
https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe/blob/main/examples/dungeon_chatbot.py
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chatbot for each NPC including various special types of conversations that can be understood and
performed by each of them. Every time the player interacts with the NPC we could provide control
of the shell and likewise conversation to the chatbot thus creating pirates, elfs, orcs, foreigners,
secret agents or any imaginable persona to boost player experience.

3.5.4.2 Autonomous Agents
Autonomous agents can provide us with additional dynamics in IF environments. In the following
example9 the goal is to show how IF games could be manipulated by an external agent that randomly
generates actions thus directly impacting the game-play regardless of the player’s actions. For the
implementation we have used SPADE [44] that enables agents to communicate over the Extensible
Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP).

In this basic example, there are two agents: one that generates actions in random time manner,
and another one that interacts with a player and executes game commands (those received from
a player or external agent). We have built in two commands in the game that serve to teleport
and disarm a player. These commands are not available to the player, but only by the agent. The
following listing shows the implementation of these two actions in Inform 7.

Disarming is an action applying to nothing. Understand "disarm" as
↪→ disarming.

Instead of disarming:
if the player carries anything:

say "Elf disarmed you";
now everything carried by the player is in the location;

otherwise:
say "Elf tried to disarm you, but you carry nothing"

Teleporting is an action applying to nothing. Understand "teleport" as
↪→ teleporting.

Instead of teleporting:
say "Elf teleported you to a different room...";
move the player to a random room

When the autonomous agent decides to interrupt the game by invoking a command, the agent
that communicates with the game receives the command and processes it as follows:

def teleport_action():
game.sendline("teleport")
print_game_response()

In the given example, the autonomous agent directly affects the game by invoking game
commands. This provides interesting dynamics to the game which is usually static, i.e. can only be
changed by user actions or special types of events.

3.5.4.3 Expert Systems
IF games and expert systems (ESs) had a long history together. For example ELIZA [71], one of
the first chatbot programs can formally be considered a game of IF since it uses NLP as an interface
to the user (player). Lots of ESs had various types of NLP based interpreters very similar to IF
shells. With the advancement of IF and reduction of interest in ES this connection was seemingly
lost, and most IF platforms like Inform do not have notable facilities that would allow a developer
to implement an expert system in-game.

9Available here: https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe/tree/main/examples/Autonomous%
20Agent%20-%20Random%20Actions

https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe/tree/main/examples/Autonomous%20Agent%20-%20Random%20Actions
https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe/tree/main/examples/Autonomous%20Agent%20-%20Random%20Actions
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Nevertheless, ESs can be of great value to IF game design especially for the implementation of
certain "expert" NPCs that can help the player to decide about certain situations. We have developed
a very simple decision tree based ES implemented in XSB Prolog10 that can recognize four types
of cheese11. By using our interface we can easily allow the player to interact with the ES in-game
when (s)he for example asks some NPC (in our example the orc lady) about cheese:

import sys, pexpect as px, start
def filter( cmd ):

if ’ask’ in cmd and ’lady’ in cmd and ’cheese’ in cmd:
ex = px.spawn( ’xsb --nobanner --quietload --noprompt cheese_expert’

↪→ )
ex.interact()

return cmd
def main( gblorb ):

start.filter = lambda cmd: filter( cmd )
start.main( gblorb )

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
main( sys.argv[ 1 ] )

Note that instead of a simple keyword matching we could have used a chatbot to determine if
the player was trying to ask about cheese similarly to the chatbot example given previously. When
using this filtered shell we can now obtain a conversation in-game similar to the following:

--> ask orc lady about cheese
Orc Lady: Is the cheese soft?
--> no.
Orc Lady: Does is taste very umami?
--> yes.
Orc Lady: Ahh... parmesan, king of all cheeses!

3.5.4.4 Generating Content
Although a narrative of an IF instance could be considered similar to a book, and therefore
unalterable, the digital context of IF encourages the idea of having parts of such a narrative, or
indeed narrative as a whole, generated automatically, as opposed to having been written by a
human. Even recent publications (see for example [2, 4, 16, 23, 65, 66]) feature several methods of
approaching the problem of generating content for IF.

The approach showcased here is, similar to [4], based on a developed ontology, i.e. a knowledge
graph. Such an ontology consists of concepts that can be used to describe the world that should
be generated. This description is not final, and contains all the concepts that can be encountered
in the proposed world. The concepts existing in the generated world represent a subset of all the
concepts that are modelled as available in the observed world. The proof-of-concept example
implementation12 handles the generating process by performing the choice of the concepts to be
generated on random. A constraint of the example at this stage is that it can only generate rooms
and items possibly with some basic properties within those rooms.

The modelled ontology can be shown visually as a knowledge graph as shown in Fig. 3.11. The
individuals visible on Fig. 3.11 are converted to a description of an Inform7 world as follows:

10Available at http://xsb.sourceforge.net/
11Available here: https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe/blob/main/examples/cheese_

expert.P
12Available here: https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe/tree/main/examples/Environment%

20Generator

http://xsb.sourceforge.net/
https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe/blob/main/examples/cheese_expert.P
https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe/blob/main/examples/cheese_expert.P
https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe/tree/main/examples/Environment%20Generator
https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe/tree/main/examples/Environment%20Generator
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Figure 3.11: Visualised segment of the modelled ontology

Meduseld is a room. The description of Meduseld is "You are now in the
↪→ Golden Hall of Meduseld, the seat of power in Rohan. The king is out,
↪→ hunting, and there seems to be nobody in the Hall at the moment."
↪→ Understand "The Golden Hall" as Meduseld.

A metal throne is a thing in Meduseld. The description of the metal throne
↪→ is "This is the throne of the ruling House of Rohan."

A large chest is a container in Meduseld. The description of the large
↪→ chest is "A large chest that can house many items." It is opaque and
↪→ openable.

A medium chest is a container in Meduseld. The description of the medium
↪→ chest is "A medium chest that can house many items." It is portable
↪→ and opaque and openable and closed.

A large table is a supporter in Meduseld.
A silver key is a thing on large table. The description of the silver key

↪→ is "It is not tiny, but does not really fil your palm either." It is
↪→ portable.

3.6 Cognitive Agents

Cognitive agents are a form of artificially intelligent agents that utilize various AI methods including
but not limited to ML, NLP, BDI models, knowledge bases (KBs), system automation, speech to
text (STT) and text to speech (TTS) in order to allow interaction and learning from humans [37].
There have been many applications of cognitive agents including industrial applications for example
based on Internet of things (IoT) and fog computing [19], home service robots [68], cognitive radio
[42], mental health therapy [64] and of course education [7].

The implementation of cognitive agents, especially for direct interaction with humans has
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always been a challenge. Herein we report on an attempt on implementing a cognitive agent for
student university support called Beautiful ARtificial Intelligence Cognitive Agent (BARICA) that
has been established at the Faculty of Organization and Informatics, University of Zagreb.

The implemented agent is able to provide students with various information about the city, the
faculty building, the staff, working hours, schedules and similar using spoken Croatian language.
The agent is aimed to be of help especially to first year students to get to know the faculty and its
education process as well as to make the job of administrative staff in the student’s office easier.
Additionally, BARICA, which is an ongoing open source project,13 has been subject to study and
contribution by students and staff of the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory of the faculty.

Whilst there have been reports about particular aspects of BARICA in media and student works
(see for example [63, in Croatian]), this is the first report on the actual architecture of the system,
the used technologies as well as the implementation of the casing used for situating the agent in a
blended Faculty environment.

3.6.1 Related Work
There have been many attempts of using various AI approaches and particularly chatbots in
education systems. Various systems have been built in recent years that take a step forward in
how AI enhances the aspects of education. In a systemic review [80] Zawacki-Richter et al. have
identified four major application domains: (1) Profiling and prediction (including but not limited to
admissions decisions and course scheduling; drop-out and retention; student models and academic
achievement); (2) Intelligent tutoring systems (including but not limited to teaching course content;
diagnosing strengths and automated feedback; curating learning materials; facilitating collaboration;
the teacher’s perspective etc.); (3) Assessment and evaluation (including but not limited to automated
grading; feedback; evaluation of student understanding, engagement and academic integrity;
evaluation of teaching etc.); as well as (4) Adaptive systems and personalisation (including but not
limited to teaching course content; recommending personalized content; supporting teachers and
learning design; using academic data to monitor and guide students; representation of knowledge
in concept maps etc.). The BARICA system falls into the last category using a cognitive chatbot
agent interface.

Efforts have been undertaken in profiling and prediction in terms of how likely is it that a
student would commit to a programme and won’t drop-out. The decision would be based on a
student performance such as Grade Point Average (GPA) or its achievements. The output could
then be used for teachers to involve more in helping students at risk. In a similar way, some models
focus on predicting how successful a student may be in a course based on its engagement [80].

Other kinds of systems are rather focused on having direct impact to a student by providing
them with feedback or a content to study. Contrary to prediction and profiling where AI learns
based on provided data, in this case systems are involved in communication taking a role of a
chatbot. The goal of these systems is to diagnose strengths or gaps in student’s knowledge in order
to help them accordingly [80].

NLP is also present in the education system that doesn’t necessarily involve in communication.
The use-case where NLP also has high influence is in automated grading, for example Automated
Essay Scoring [80].

There is a wide area of use-cases and technologies that improve possibilities of education
systems for example: (1) Chatbot [14] that can detect questions posed by students and is able to
answer them using NLP techniques and domain ontologies, (2) FIT-EBot [27] a chatbot, which
can automatically provide replies to student’s question about services provided by the education
system on the academic staffs’ behalf, (3) FAQBot [46] a chatbot that acts as undergraduate student
advisor in the information desk, (4) Chatbot system [13] which models conversations related to

13Which is freely available on GitHub here: https://github.com/AILab-FOI/B.A.R.I.C.A.

https://github.com/AILab-FOI/B.A.R.I.C.A.
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software engineering education, and many others. Herein, due to space contraints, we would like to
focus on two chatbot implementations that have the most similarities to the research at hand: Doly,
a Bengali chatbot for Bengali education [35] and Smarty [79], a chatbot developed for usage at
Zagrebačka škola ekonomije i managementa (ZŠEM).

Doly is a chatbot that serves as a base to build on top of as it provides fundamentals for Bengali
language. The primary purpose of it is to be used within the Bengali education systems. The
chatbot focuses on properly processing the given input so that it could be used for generating
appropriate output [35]. The main AI methods used for the development of Doly are NLP and ML.
The development team behind this project used Python technologies to achieve the goals. That
being said, to employ NLP, the team used natural language toolkit (NLTK)14, the conversation
logic is built with ChatterBot15 as well as input adapters. Going forward, ML is used to search
predefined corpus of answers and select the most appropriate one for the response to a user [35].
This approach is fairly similar to the approach we have taken in BARICA using almost the same
tools, but for the Croatian language and a different approach in selecting appropriate answers: our
algorithm is based on a hybrid AI approch combinig numerous regression ML models and finite
state machines.

ZŠEM developed Smarty in collaboration with their partners at IBM, a chatbot that answers on
frequently asked questions regarding the study at this school. Smarty is based on the IBM Watson
Assistant. Some of the main topics that the chatbot is trained to give answers to are: information
about study programs, enrollment documentation, mentoring programs and similar. Smarty has
been trained to answer questions in Croatian [79]. BARICA on the other hand is not based on any
existing chatbot model and has been developed from scratch.

As opposed to both Doly and Smarty, BARICA has a STT and TTS interface including
visualization which makes her enact a virtual avatar and thus is much more user-friendly as
well as focused on user experience (UX). Also, BARICA is not only a software system, but has
also a physical embodiment in form of a specially designed casing which we shall describe in the
following sections.

3.6.2 BARICA Architecture

The development of the BARICA system can be broadly divided into two parts: (1) software
development and (2) casing / hardware development. The software architecture (as shown on figure
3.12) consists of a cloud-based back-end and an on-site front-end.

The cloud-based back-end is part of a larger framework being developed by the O_HAI 4
Games project (Orchestration of Hybrid Artificial Intelligence Methods for Computer Games)
described in more detail in [56, 59]. An initial proof-of-concept implementation of the back-end
has also been described in [55]. The back-end comprises a microservice orchestration platfrom
based on holonic multi agent systems (HMASs) [50] having (1) a back-end API, (2) a controller
and (3) a front-end API. The back-end API allows connecting various microservices including but
not limited to knowledge and databases, AI related modules and external services. The controller
behaves as microservice orchestration system that allows connecting these various microservices
into a coherent system. The front-end API allows for the implementation of front-end applications
one of which is the BARICA front-end. The cloud based back-end is implemented mostly in Python.
For the sake of BARICA we have used the mentioned NLTK and Chatterbot Python modules to
implement the chatbots NLP capabilities for the Croatian language using regression models and
finite state machines. For the STT part an external service, namely VoiceNotePad16, has been used.

14Available here: https://www.nltk.org/
15Available here: https://chatterbot.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
16Available here: https://voicenotebook.com/

https://www.nltk.org/
https://chatterbot.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
https://voicenotebook.com/
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B.A.R.I.C.A. - Frontend API
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Figure 3.12: BARICA software architecture
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For user interface automation we have used PyAutoGUI17.
The presentation layer, as shown on figure 3.13, has been implemented using Hovercraft18

with some help of jQuery19, plain JavaScript and Selenium20 for browser automation. The STT
capabilities have initially been implemented using the speech synthesizer eSpeak21, but have later
been prerecorded for better performance and more natural UX. The lip sync animations have been
implemented using CrazyTalk.22

The casing / hardware development was a typical do it yourself (DIY) upcycling project that
used old furniture (a makeup closet), old electronics (old TV set, old analog telephone), new
electronics (flat-screen TV set, PC workstation, microphone etc.) to create a casing that is currently
situated in front of the student’s office at the Faculty of Organization and Informatics.23 The whole
process of creating the casing has been documented in a digital repository.24

Figure 3.13: BARICA presentation layer

Figure 3.14 shows a photograph of the final casing. The system consists of a PC workstation
hidden in the makeup closet running Ubuntu Linux, a TV set enclosed into the casing of an old TV
set and a microphone hidden in the old telephone’s handset which is used for interacting with the
system.

17Available here: https://pyautogui.readthedocs.io/
18Available here: https://hovercraft.readthedocs.io/
19Available here: https://jquery.com/
20Available here: https://www.selenium.dev/
21Available here: http://espeak.sourceforge.net/
22Available here: https://www.reallusion.com/crazytalk/
23One should mention that there is a good reason why BARICA is developed the way it is. The Faculty of Organization

and Infomatics, a modern and state-of-the-art technology oriented research and higher-education institution is situated in
the Jesuit and Pauline monastery in Varaždin from 17th century. Similarly BARICA a modern cognitive agent is situated
in an old retro-style casing.

24Available here: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/gjmwnf7w3m5dna6/AABM2AZCqN6GxRgXuV9pfXOka?dl=0

https://pyautogui.readthedocs.io/
https://hovercraft.readthedocs.io/
https://jquery.com/
https://www.selenium.dev/
http://espeak.sourceforge.net/
https://www.reallusion.com/crazytalk/
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/gjmwnf7w3m5dna6/AABM2AZCqN6GxRgXuV9pfXOka?dl=0
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Figure 3.14: BARICA casing as situated at the Faculty of Organization and Informatics

3.6.3 Example Use-Cases

The intended user-base of BARICA are local and visiting students, as well as faculty and staff that
may be visiting, or any occasional visitors. This is based on the possible communication flows that
are implemented at the present moment, although the possible set of interaction and communication
instances can be expanded, and is envisioned to.

According to an insight gained through a series of unstructured interviews with the staff, the
faculty, and the students (both local students and incoming exchange students), the most sought-
after information resided in the area of lecture hall and laboratory locations, locations of the faculty
members’ offices, and working hours of members of the faculty. The use-cases described hereafter
are based on these scenarios. It should be noted that all the conversation is conducted using spoken
Croatian language, both on the side of BARICA, and on the side of the (student) client.

The use-cases described in the following subsections feature a high-level description. The
back-end that provides the described functionalities operates in a similar manner for all the three
described cases. Before receiving any real spoken commands, BARICA must be initiated, i.e.
her listening mode must be started. This is performed by simply voicing her name. Any sound
BARICA receives is converted to text, and that resulting string is used in further processing of the
input.

Having received the textual version of input through VoiceNotePad, the underlying agent
performs a query on their data sources, searching for the input data, i.e. determining whether the
input data should be recognised as a specific command, or ignored. If the input data can be found
in the database of trained input-output pairs, the accompanying function is retrieved and performed.
Based on the results of the performed action, data is either delivered to the user using a pre-rendered
animation with audio, or is shown on the screen.
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3.6.3.1 Locating a Room

Locating lecture halls and laboratories in the two buildings of the Faculty of Organization and
Informatics is no trivial task, especially for the freshmen and people who are not very well
acquainted with the layout of the buildings, due to a seemingly confusing numbering of the relevant
rooms.

A freshmen, having visited the main building for only a couple of times, may be confused when,
for example, late for their lecture. Therefore, they use BARICA located near the main entrance,
pick up the phone, and ask her to tell them about the rooms, and where the wanted room is, in
simple standard Croatian, for example: "Barice, zanimaju me dvorane." BARICA recognises their
intention, and asks them to provide further information, i.e. to tell her the number of the room they
want to know more about. In Croatian, the students simply states the number of the lecture hall, e.g.
"Dvorana 9." BARICA searches her data sources and delivers the relevant wanted information.

3.6.3.2 Office Hours of the Faculty

More often than not, students need to have a word with members of the faculty, for various reasons.
Even more often, it is true that those members of the faculty do not have inexhaustible amounts
of free time, and have specified office hours when they are available to talk to students. With
this information available online, a student can walk up to BARICA, and ask her to give them
information about a specific member of the faculty. In such a case, BARICA opens a browser
window, and displays the web page featuring the available, and wanted, information about the
specific member of the faculty.

The interaction is, again, simple and concise. First, BARICA is guided by telling her that
the person is interested in members of the faculty, in Croatian, for example "Želim informacije
o profesorima." BARICA replies with a question demanding more information, i.e. the name of
the specific member of the faculty that the person is interested in. Upon receiving the name, the
information is delivered in the manner stated above, focusing on the office hours or the location of
the office, as per the original request.

3.6.3.3 Information About the Schedule

The longest currently implemented communication flow is tasked with retrieving a student group’s
schedule. The complexity of this particular use-case is founded in the fact that there are several
study programmes being taught at the Faculty of Organization and Informatics, with several
orientations each. Each of these study programme orientations features differences in their schedules.
Furthermore, students of bachelor-level programmes are usually divide in several study groups, and
each group’s schedule is slightly different from the others.

Retrieving a specific schedule is, therefore, a modelled decision tree. BARICA guides her users
through the necessary decisions using her spoken replies. A member of the staff, or any other
end-user, can engage in a conversation with BARICA and ask her to provide them with information
on schedules, in Croatian for example "Koji je moj raspored." BARICA guides them through the
information necessary for her to provide the initially requested information, i.e. the schedule of a
specific study group of a specific study programme’s orientation.

3.6.4 Discussion

BARICA is an on-going project that is being developed by members of the AILab and interested
students. Having the basic functionalities and adequate APIs in place, it can be extended at will.
Thus, there is always room for improvement. BARICA could be extended in different directions
and also targeting different audiences. For example, we could also be looking into extending it to
produce video materials (either in educational purposes or for motivation). Perhaps, it might be
beneficial for some audiences if it could print out an asset like a confirmation or certificate.
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Personalizing content based on who BARICA speaks to may also be of high impact. This would
need an implementation of an authentication system, like for example, face recognition. Currently,
the main targeting audience doesn’t go too much outside the scope of institutional personnel, as
in, students and teachers, and thus also a simpler authentication systems like voice recognition or
2-factor authentication could be used.

The chatbot has priorly been taught conversations and vocabulary through NLP. However, it is
no longer involved in the active learning, therefore, it may end up in situations where it doesn’t
have proper understanding of what user asks it. It would make sense to involve BARICA in active
learning utilizing reinforcement learning strategies. Obviously, it might be challenging to define
rewards and penalties for its (in)correct answers. We are currently collecting extensive log data
on the usage of the system with hope to use it for such purposes. Extending BARICA to speak
different languages may also have a lot of value, especially since more and more students from
outside Croatia decide to study at the faculty.

Knowledge of BARICA in its current state is confined to the internal data sources. That makes
sense since these data sources are of the most value for the purpose of the chatbot. However, in the
future work it could become critical that BARICA starts consuming external data if its capabilities
and scope increases.

Another direction of improvement may as well be scaling access of BARICA. The architecture
is already put in cloud meaning it has great fundamentals to build upon that to serve many users at
the same time. That would mean it could be previewed through any source that provides the required
input and output - we would be speaking of mobile phones, tablets, Agumented reality (AR)/VR
etc.

Being given the overview of potential improvement directions, we can now speak more about
concrete use-cases how to make BARICA even more useful.

By bringing awareness to BARICA in terms of knowing who it speaks to, BARICA may be
able to execute tasks for a specific user. From a student’s stance, that could be checking its schedule,
printing documentation and so on. Looking from a teacher’s perspective, that could be executing
some of the predefined processes, for example, grading, scheduling exams etc.

If we extend data sources the chatbot consumes, there are numerous of options available. The
chatbot could search web on user’s behalf and potentially filter results based on the context or
criterion - provide results from only confirmed pages. BARICA may also get involved in processes
of preparing students for their exams by asking questions and evaluating answers.





4. Conclusion

In this deliverable we have argued that containerized microservices orchestration platforms can
benefit game server architectures on a number of ways by allowing to use already established
services provided by the orchestration platform. We have shown that both the backend server-side as
well as the actual game engine can (and should) be modeled and implemented as a (holonic) multi-
agent system. In this way the same simplified and much more human understandable abstraction is
used in both sides of the development.

We have also argued that most general game engines already provide the necessary prerequisites
for implementing game infrastructures as orchestrated systems, namely: (1) support for actor model
(i.e. agent model) and (2) network communication abilities. Other platforms like the BARICA
cognitive agent platform in most cases also have all the necessary infrastructure to use microservice
orchestration platforms.

In the end we have provided five proof-of-concept games implemented in five different game
engines to show how simple it is to implement orchestration server communication from a game
engine, since orchestration server behave as simple REST, WebSocket or even Netcat (TCP / UDP)
services. Additionally, programming examples have been shown for the interested reader to try out.

Our future research will be focused on implementing valid APIs for a number of game engines
to communicate with an orchestration platform focused on HAI services that shall be implemented
as part of the O_HAI 4 Games project sponsored by the Croatian Science Foundation.
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